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for safer, smarter
communication
Bluetooth technology allows drivers to
make mobile phone calls without having to
hold their mobile phone while driving, and
without having to search for their phone
when it rings.
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IN-CAR COMMUNICATION
Bluetooth® Hands-Free Kit
CK3100
Bluetooth technology allows devices to communicate up to
10 metres from each other with a radio link. In this case Bluetooth
is used to facilitate hands-free operation of mobile phones.

Features:
What makes the difference...
 Seamless hands-free use
 Comfort and safety while driving
 Superior user interface with LCD display
 Works with all Bluetooth® phones
 Can be installed in any vehicle
 Automatically mutes the radio*
 Uses the car speakers*

 Audio volume control
 Quality audio (Digital Signal Processing)
 Up to fives devices can use the system
 No cradle
 No wires, no headset
 No headset battery to charge
 Voice recognition dial up**
* Vehicle dependant

** Phone dependant

Benefits
 Displays your mobile phone’s information. The kit
displays your mobile phone’s information on an LCD
screen: incoming call number, phonebook, last number
called, and so on.
 The ingenious screen can be installed where most
convenient on the dashboard and provides an
optimised viewing angle for greater comfort and
readability.

 The car’s speakers accurately reproduce the caller’s
voice
 Seamless communication - in the event of a call, the
car radio automatically cuts out to allow for a smooth
conversation.
* Please check compatibility with phone models.

LCD screen/keypad for viewing
mobile phone information,
phonebook, last number called,
and incoming call number.

Browse through the menus
(phonebook, voicemail, etc)
and adjust the volume
Hang up or reject a call
Make or answer calls
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